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The Old New
2009 1198s

Fresh new electronic bands are
new year by storm.
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by Narinder Purba

poised to take the

I t could be 1 985. l've got 506s

I hanging on the back of  a chair ,  a
I trench coat sitting on a hook rn my

wardrobe, and classic ray ban aviators
r id ing in my mini  for  when the sun
shows up for work.The filofax is vogue
again and owning a nice pen in which
to jot down a plethora of appointments
is the instrument of choice for people
in the know

This year we wi l l  see the eight ies
vibe rewired in tune with the
contemporary scene, with Roland
TR-808 drum machine, the Stylophone
synthesizer, and the vocoder - three
of the most dominant instruments
of the eight ies -  pal led up with the
endlessly varying and authoritatively
vast capabilities of music software
programmes, whi lst  s imultaneously
twisted in jam sessions with regular
gui tars and pianos al ike.  l t 's  going to
sound contrived, processed, distorted,
a little alien even, but that's exactly
the sound we're looking for today. The
melodic composition of an entirely
synthetic tune just makes sense. lt!
so '09.

5o who are these ootential stars?
The pr imary exponent of  th is new mix
is a young lady going by the moniker
of Little Boots. I caught her on later
with Jools Holland and she gave the
most intriguing performance l've
seen for a while. Sat at a piano, she
starts off on the must have Tenorion, a
square-shaped electronic device that
works with LED switches. She then
taps into the stylophone, opens up a
riff on the piano, and starts to sing. The
song is called iVleddle,and it! elegantly
cool  pop music.  Though she remains
sol id ly focused on singing and playing,
the performance is nevertheless
captivating. She's going to make a lot
of noise.

Someone a little more mainstream
pop in looks and sound is Lady GaGa.
A curious fact is that she attended
the same school as Paris Hilton, but
believe me, that's as far as the sharing
goes. For one she can sing and for two,
she's a lot more talented in the music
department. Just Dance and Starstruck
are two funky pop tunes that should
give you an idea of what she's got to
offer.Think more Britney and Christina,
but a lot dancier.

La Roux has that eighties movie feel,
the scene where the protagonist is at
a crux in his life and drives off in his
car in contemplation. They've worked
with Rol lo Armstrong to name drop a

faul t less dance supremo, and I  th ink
they will enjoy success, largely in the
dance scene. I can see them being
remixed an awful lot. Continuing with
dance, Frankmusik is another name
that has been touted as bourgeoning
potential. lt's all right, nothing to really
go crazy over, although Stuart Price,
co-producer on his debut album, a
man who has worked with Madonna
and The Ki l lers,  would arguably say
otherwise. Dan Black on the other
hand, with a heavy alternative version
of Biggie's hip-hop masterpiece
Hypnotise, is dynamite. His original
work too is interesting, experimental,
and sample heavy, over which he sings
a nice tune.

A little more leftfield are London duo
The Big Pink.  They sound as though
they've recorded in a studio as grand
and isolated as the Grand Canyon,
spacious and l inger ing,  d istant f rom
the microphones as if they're worlds
apart, and with a buzzing background
coursing throughout. They're excellent
at what they do, but one wonders
whether such clever music is easi ly
transferrable to the mainstream. The
same could be said of the Australian
twosome Empire of the Sun, who look
like Adam Ant pretenders in their video
for the exquisite Walking on a Dreom.
It's very arty, a little too obscure for
some folk, and one wonders if they
dress up l ike they do on the video ful l
time, whether they can ever be taken
seriously. But then again, so much of
the eighties fashion, as modelled by
that decade's musicians, was inherently
tenible, yet they did well. There's always
hope!

Naturally, in amongst all this electro
is music lacking in overt distortion but
nothing else. One of my favourites,
W Brown, a wonderful performer

and singer songwritet who, like Amy
Winehouse and Duffy, is feeling that
old school r&b flavour, only this time it's
more doo-woo than soul or Motown.

Crying Blood,a colourful late'40s
feeling number is a great lead track and
one ofthe freshest songs l've heard
from anyone. Instantly likeable and
makes you want to doo-wop that thing.
Some of her other songs are a lot more
pop, which coupled with her good
looks and stylish attire, will have Brown
make something of herself for sure.

While on the subject of blues, a little
more mainstream offerings come from
Jazmine Sul l ivan with a monster hi t
called Bust Your Windows. lt's all about
the vocals here,  voluptuously th ick and
al lur ing,  despi te the fact  she's s inging
about wrecking a man's motor. There's
also Karina Pasian to look out for, a
young soul fu l  s inger who is schmaltzy
but sweet. She'll fare well with a much
younger audience.

The Knux, a rap duo from New
Orleans, who've toured with Q-Tip,
are a couple of  h ip hop intel l igentsia
styli kids with a great track called
Cappuccino.fhey?e less 50 Cent and
The Game, and more Mos Def and Talib
Kwel i .

So much more l ike Cal le 13, a group
that rap in Spanish but seeped in
sounds that one could c lass as wor ld
music, Master Shortie, a young British
hip-hop music ian who chucks in indie,
grime, and pop.There's Passion Pit
whose high vocals and dist inct  bel ls
work wonders over warped samples
and tapping beats on S/eepyheod, and
there's White Lies, a Franz Ferdinand
type band, who wi l l  invar iably appeal
to fans of traditional rock music.

And lastly there's Kid Kudi, who
is another star reinventing what is
expected of certain genres. Signed up
to Kanye West',s label - talent already
implied - he's currently killing it with
the dance tune Ddy N'Nite that hints at
his background as a rapper.

This is 2009 and not 1985. Music is
evolving, but what is it? Kudi calls it"dat
new'new"' Like what I said. !
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2008 and counting...
What has the music industrv offered us this vear?

or Seasick Stevie for his dirty southern
bf ues masterwork I Storted Out W ith
Nothin' and I still Got Most of it Left, gave
Elbow a 1 2 round contest, and any
given Sunday, who knows, maybe the
title would have been theirs.

lf we were to make it a case in
point for quality, then the definition
of elbow should include a reference
to eminence, used in a sentence like
'That was one elbow of a oerformancei'
Their achievements continue with the
award for best single.One Doy Like
Ihrs, a soul stirring track ascending into
the clouds, was relatively unnoticed
commercially, but in comparison to say,
I Kissed a Girl or AllSummer Long,you
get why it takes this title hands down.
Do watch the video on YouTube as
wel l ,  an enchant ingly choreographed
visual delight that the old school greats
would have applauded.

A lot of Elbow's British
contemporaries also released some
interest ing but t ransi tory albums in
2008. Snow Patrol, Keane, The Verve,
Bloc Party, Razorlight, Coldplat and
Oasis have all been burned to our
mobile phones or ipods, but haven't
really caught my attention in quite
the same way as say The Seldom Seen
Kld.This isn't a tabloid smear on the
aforementioned, because I readily
acknowledge that the music coming
from these bands has been wickedly
respectable. ltt just not consistently
amazing throughout, more pocketed
with great tracks, and as lwrite,
Bloc Party's outstanding Mercury is
pleasantly on loop in my head.

Speaking of Oasis, Jay Z's captivating
interDretation of Wonderwoll at
Glastonbury a cheeky wink to the
overblown controversy of him
headlining, introduced the best live
performance of the year. The festival
revellers were treated to an amazing
physical performance from Hova
who knocked out hit after hit from
his quality back catalogue. To have
been there, man. .. On the subject of
live performances, allow me to award
that title to Kings of Leon who play
in Newcastle in
December. lt hasn't
occurred yet, but I
predict a proper rock
and rol l  g ig.

Jay Z's namesake
Lil'Wayne - the
Carter connection
- gets best Hip Hop
album. In a current ly
erratic genre, Ihe
Corter lllwas a
bl inging success
with great wordplay

and gritty production. Timbaland
meanwhile, production powerhouse
gent leman that he is,  lent  h is ski l ls  to
seemingly everyone in the industry
in 2008, and he gets the award for
most omnipresent and hardworking
music ian. His work on Madonna's urban
album Hard Condy saw the original
material girl reinvent herself once again
successfully despite the fact she's 50.
She gets the award for best reinvention
of the word reinvention. Hot damn!

Her modern day equivalents,
the or ig inal  mi l lennium pop queen
triptychs Britney, Christina, and Pink,
busy with babies, divorces, and rock
star breakdowns, made a welcome
return to centre stage. Never has the
word bitch been used so successfully as
an expression of empowerment than
when these ladies have punched it
through their lush red lips. When you've
got the likes of try-hard Katie Perry,
Adele oh-my-how-rather-gl um-l'm-
falling asleep, and the vocally talented
but rather dire to watch Duffy (she
gets best vocals), it's great to have a
bit of Hollywood glam back. All three
look gorgeous and opening singles
-Womanizer, Keeps Getting Better, and
50 Vyhdt - is pop at it's best. They share
the title of best female popstars.

Best pop band would go to The Ting
Tings, who emerged early in
the year with their catchy
indie-pop Great DJ. Lead
singer Katie has the quirky
pretty Blondie look about
her, which hopefully would
have seen young kids
google Debbie Hany. Their
retro-electro pop sounds,
and appealing beats,
should see them cont inue
their  ascent in the thr iv ing
pop quarter of the UK
industry. So too for Leona

Lewis, Girl's Aloud - the finest thing to
have come out of X-Factor - and The
Saturdays, all of whom are stomping
their  h igh heels into the ground with
the most welcome renaissance of
female popstars since the Spice Girls
and All Saints. Perhaos 2009 will be
about the lads, but fear not, the very
well dressed Take That are holding
their own with their secret takeover
of the world by breaking the hearts of
woman from all generations. The best
comeback award goes to them. Serious
music lovers would heatedly argue that
their ballads are contrived and written
to a winning formula, but such snobs
have no real understanding of how
music moves you.

There were so many other great
things about th is galvaniz ing year
of music, in which careers were
resurrected, reinvented. and realised.
Kanye West's Love Lockdown, a brief
and admirable flight from hip-hop,
had some of the illest Japanese taiko
drumbeats ever, the flamboyant Grace
Jones refeased the very cool Hurricane,
Dizzie Rascal and Calvin Harris recorded
the infectious DdnceWiv Me, Blackout
Crew energised the MC/bounce/dance
scene with the strangely enjoyable
Put a DonkOn lt and Bbbbounce, and
Basshunter proved that their is still
l ife in crap dance music. Forget about
December and Christmas number ones,
roll on 2009, and give us more ofthe
good stuff.

Well, I say forget the festive jingles,

but truthfully, l 'm'dreaming' of Bing
Crosby or Nat King Cole as Christmas
numberone.. .  i f  weal l  can achieve
that, optimism willfilter into 2009. lf
WhiteChristmos makes itto number
one, then you've got yourself a perfect
year in music, where we were spoilt
with both quality and quantity. Thank
you and Meny Christmas. I

by Narinder Purba

I ittle did I know that the

I  accompanying track of the t ra i ler
Eto the Coen Brothers'flick Eurn

After Reading was the fine work ofthe
British band Elbow.

This most arresting song, Grounds
For Divorce, a rough, heavy, and
crashing cascade of battering drums,
guitars, bass, and piano, regimented
to give it a rhythmic and regular
pulse, and thickened by Guy Garvey's
weighty vocals, is from their Mercury
Prize winning album The Seldom Seen
Krd, which, after much consideration,
takes the title as best album of2008,
and kicks off - with style - this ad hoc
retrospective on the past year of music

Not since Eecduse of theTimes have
I repetitively played an album with
so much vigour. The reserved beauty
of each of the 1 2 comoositions is
almost symphonic; so delicate, so well
paced, and so serenely pleasurable
to the heart. This is craftsmanshio at
its most premier, although equally so,
their fellow musicians on the dtner
side ofthe Atlantic could contend to
such prestige. Meticulous artistry from
Kings of Leon for their ridiculously
monumental albumOnly ByThe Night
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frlI I le now live in a hi-tech

I f I f world where powerful and
lU rU sophisticated multimedia

devices are fast becoming the
conventional apparatus in which we
listen, watch, purchase, and interact
with various forms of media.

We're now at the stage where we
can physically get hold of any kind of
music that has ever been produced
within a matter of seconds, and where
software is so intelligent that websites
such as last FM and Pandora radio can
recommend, fairly accurately, songs
that it thinks we may possibly like
based on what we've already selected.
It's slightly disconcerting to know that
and it reminds me of the genuine and
entirely fallible fear that computers
will begin to evolve independently
and take over the world. Call it an
aberration ofthe natural world... the
machines are rising.

The implications of this are quite
profound. In this very moment, with
Moore's Law achieving its philosophy
on microchip multiplication and
minimisation, consumers have never
had it so good. Not only is there
an unlimited bounty of music out

but when Napster - now seen as a
martyr in democratisation of the music
industry - flipped the script, the shelves
stayed perfectly stocked in a pleasing
aesthetic.We could now get hold ofthe
latest track - as well as thousands more
- without parting away with my cash.
It was like trading on the black market
and we allfelt like Robin Hood.

Another snag is the compensation of
sound quality. lt! almost habitual for us
to have a sleek sexy rectangular music
player that plays music files, carries our
pictures, and let's us ring our friends.
There's no such thing as just a music
player today and very rarely do we see
someone with a CD player, which, it
has to be said, has always struggled
in the portable market because ofthe
very dimensions of a CD. And very
rarely do we see someone with the
enduring portable cassette player as
typified by the walkman. Now tapes
don't sound as good as mp3s, that
was just me losing myself in nostalgia,
but it's a matter of fact that mp3s lack
the near-perfect listening experience
of a CD. The degenerate thing about
this is our acceptance of
this. We know full well
that the calibre of sound
reproduction isn't as good
as it should be, but we're
not that bothered. We
now buy speakers that
plug into out devices,
compensating
on speakers that
allow us to hear
every single note
and instrument on a

recording, because it's easy to do and
in all respects it's ofa respectable level
of class.

Maybe things are less personal than
they used to be and in a"want, want,
want"society, it's more about instant
gratification than soul. We all have the
same things and do the same things
and although I own an ipod that I do
adore, I dislike the fact that I march
to the same tune as a million other
people. The same way text messaging
and emails have almost killed off letter
writing, both formal and informal, mp3
players have hit the way we experience
music hard. Mix-tapes are rare, buying
music for one another is a pastime, and
when was the last time you made your
lover or friend a compilation CD that
meant something?

But there is hope.The music single,
which was on the verge of extinction
is now as popular as ever and even CD
singles have even made somewhat of
a modest comeback as well.This has
brought a second lease of life to top
40 chart, which is as popular as ever.
Vinyl still sells and over the weekend as

we celebrated my girlfriend! 25'h
birthday party, friends of hers
had put together a CD of 25
songs that they thought she

ought to have in her life.That's
the human touch that needs to oe

rediscovered.
When the machines rise they can

have my ipod. Computer viruses
can't touch tapes and that's where
the tide turns. The war will be won

Call it an
aberration of the
natural world. . .
the machines are
rising.
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TheWaywe Listen To Music
Seven years 0n from the launch of the revolutionary ipod, technology has radically altered the way we
experience music beyond anyone's imagination.

there to feed our greedy, nerdy and
sometimes irrational yearning for the
latest releases, remixes, back catalogue
classics and one off limited editions
now digitised and available to all, we
also have at our chubby fingertips
a plethora of devices with which to
exDerience it.

In a time not so long ago, a USB stick
was simply a step up from the floppy
disc to transfer and carry computer
documents, a mobile phone freed the
masses from their homes and smelly
phone boxes and gave us the radical
text message, and sat-nav systems
did away with the complicated task
of map reading and made the world
an open road, Or lead us to cul-de-
sacs,.. work out the connotations
ofthat for yourself. Now all ofthe
above have become music systems
in their own right alongside the now
contemporary and superior ipod and
portable mp3 players, the seemingly
forgotten but trustworthy hi-fi systems,
and of course the humble and historic
radio, which with a DAB injection has
become as popular as it was in its
heyday. Along with all that you have
the fresh new ultra-confident young
guns represented here byYouTube
and MySpace, while MTV the captain
of TV and satellite music channels,
confidently brings the old school
heavyweights into the 21 st century.
Moreover, computers come equipped
with music software as standard, and I
still see tape cassettes knocking around
a lot of living rooms. Record players,
which should be the thing of folklore,
just won't go away. When the dust
settles, listen out for the faint sound
of music. I bet you it! a record player.
Technics naturally.

Although this is truly a great time,
liberating, and an open market with
authentic competition between
companies - although naturally, we
levitate towards the big names and
their dependable products - there are
some downsides to this fruitful age.
Although it pains me to say this, the
industry and record artists suffered
the most with the crumbling collapse
of the dictatorship, symbolised by the
moment retailers, one after the other,
decided to stop stocking CDs in their
stores. lt was hard to be sympathetic
because as CD single enthusiast in my
early teens, l'd often fork out nearly four
notes on a single. We were absolute
suckers, slaves to the orthodoxy, and
without any other alternative, this was
the only way we could get access to
music. There was no downloading, no
bluetooth, no linewire, and no burning,

with a boombox. !
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Let's Hear the Music
There are a lot of sterling venues out there in the North East just egging you to walk through their gates,
drink their bee; and experience their surroundings.

nvironmentalists aside, the
sultry topic of plastic cups isn't
the most contentious of issues

worth spending two ticks of your time
dwelling over, but when the tortoise
ticking hand ofa wrist piece opens
up a Pandora's box of a typical subject
matter, it's the kind of thing that comes
to fore.

by Narinder Purba

It's like that time I saw Hot Chio at
the Carling Academy on one of my
or ig inal  jaunts as a young Evening
Chronicle reviewer. The boys were way
behind schedule so I  decided to cash in
my cheque and ordered a pint. As I took
a number of deep sips into the frothy
nectar of a Fosters, I thought to myself
that a glass sure makes a difference to
the sublime pleasure ofenjoying a cold
beer at a gig. lt felt wrong and although
other sDots had hit me with the same
understandable, but nevertheless
irr i tat ing rule of  law that is l iquor in
a plastic cup, the Academy became
forever associated with cups and it has
stucK.

Now every time I see a performance
there, I am reminded by these little
peccadilloes that define it as a space.
Itt notjust the band, the music, or the
people that make or break a show;
it's the venue itself. You get favourite
patches for a reason, and other sites
that just don't figure unless your all
time sta(s) decide to get real ghetto
and'all up in the ugly: Needless to say,
cups aside, the Academy sits up top
with the best in the North East

From the palatial and swanky
The Sage Gateshead (TSG) to the
cramped and unavoidably intimate
The Telegraph, this city has a wide
assemblage of funky, interesting,
and tremendously different spaces in
which to enjoy music. lf you want big,
then you hit the RiverTyne. One side
of the spectrum is the hulking sports
and entertainment based Metro Radio
Arena. Sitting, it can hold 1 1 ,000, and
although it's not the most prettiest of
spaces, sometimes with a cool chill that
is both metaphorical and literal, it is
perhaps the only space that can give
concerts a truly stadium like feel. l 'm
not ashamed to say that I saw Beyonce
there with a great friend of mine and it
was a pretty special gig. The vast space
of the auditorium somehow gave the
stage a lot more ofthat spectacular
attention that is naturally required by
super-famous celebrities, with huge
lights and pyrotechnics magnifying the
rczzamalazzof it all. Amrik and I were
just like those crazy bobby soxers who
went wild for Frank and just like those
girls who'd always faint when Michael

(

Acoustics in this
luxurious slug are
dynamite

Jackson was still thrilling us with his
legendary dance moves. Boy did we
dance and scream, and al though that
show was all about size and dance
routines, l'm sure not against her doing
an acoustic set at the Jazz Caf6 for
example. For sheez I would love for her
to do maybe a Nina Simone number
here, an Ella Fitzgerald there.

Further along, parked on the quayside,
is the TSG; a beauty that is on a scale of
its own. For one, Foster gets the visuals
ticked off on the register. lt takes your
breath away from both exterior and
interior vantage points. For another, it's
purpose built for music. Acoustics in
this luxurious slug are dynamite, where
even a cough is enough to create
a sound. lf you want to experience
every delicate or powerful sound in its
original and immaculately crisp form
- as nature intended - then pick up a
brochure and book a ticket. In fact,
live a little, go classical, go and have a
dance, just don't go folk. That shot will
rob you of your soul.

The Academy is up there in terms
of capacity and style, but I lavished
enough attention on it already to
warrant any more words. Next are the
medium sized and smaller venues, aka
the trendyjoints and the places where
you pop it for the first few times. Take
for example The Telegraph. Well over
a year ago, there was something low
key arranged. A couple of local bands
played nondescript sets and up next
was blonde lady. She did a stripped
down to the bare basics acoustic kind
of a thing. lt wasn't terrible as such but
not really memorable save for the fact
that she was right up in my face and
all I could think about was the fact that

she had her eyes closed for most of it.
Sometimes a smal l  and personal  g ig
is a little too close for comfort in the
company of strangers, which is how The
Telegraph can feel, and sometimes you
want the artist to be far-flung. Had it
been Amy Winehouse there I wouldn't
have minded so much, and instead,
the blonde could have had her sDot at
Northumbria University, which felt way
out in the distance. lt was lucky for my
oal  and me that Winehouse voice had
projection because I sure didn't get to
'see'her perform as all the hasty and
reprehensible losers had bagged front
row seats leaving me squinting at the
back.

lf you want something even more
hipper and trendy, where you're
guaranteed to experience familiar
sounds as well as more leftfield
grooves, where fuzzy haircuts and tight
knits compete for style appreciation,
then float on over to The Head of Steam
and The Cluny, a couple of tight units
in the big ole NE that hold their  own
against the big dogs. The Steam staging
area can be found in its diminutive
basement. lt possesses enough charm
to quash any claustrophobia ailments,
and always has a good appreciative
crowd.The Cluny, which is a s ib l ing of
the Steam family, is a larger space that
consistently bangs out plenty of live
mustc.

There are many fine venues out
there beyond the ones mentioned
already, like Digital, the Cooperage,
and the up-and-coming End Bar. Word
count is a bitch sometimes.

You're there for the music,
but sometimes it's the space you
remember. Every gig you've ever been
to has a home. I
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The Music and Me
How we wish life were like a musical, where the plenteous offering of rain were greeted with a song and a dance in the style of Gene Kelly

instead of the antagonised and hurried hustling of men and women from building to building lamenting about how horrible it feels to

walk around in wet socks.

by Narinder Purba

Euen Greose is right
on the ballwith
social issues like
teenage pregnancy,
expectations, bul lyi ng
and gang crime, all
eloquently expressed
through musical drama.

elly never complained about
wet socks and look how happy
he was. Now we've got the

chance to join him. You see, in recent
years you might well have noticed a

sudden re-emergence and merriment
of musicals, with, for example, Greose
celebrating its 3oth anniversary,
musical reinteroretations of movies like
Lord of the Rings, film adaptations of
Broadway hits like Chicago, a bit of the
new with Moulin RougeJ and a spate of
reality-themed TV shows like Honz Do

You Solve a Problem Like Maria andthe
occasionally uncomfortable viewing
that was Any Dream Will Do, with
none other than the musical maestro
Andrew Lloyd Webber at the helm of
oroduction.

Further, the overwhelming success
of the very Disney but nevertheless
charming High School Musical - and its

subsequent films and spin-offs - has
brought the life and colour of musicals
to a younger audience who are more
than happy to emulate their stars.

Sq with a little something for
you, me, and everyone else, it would
be correct to suggest that we are
currently experiencing a revitalization
ofthe great musical theatres of both
stage and film, which, along with the
recent release and warm reception of
the brilf iant Mdmma Mia!The Movie
is currently showing real signs of
widespread and growing popularity.

In this age of dumb TV fodder,
it's good to see the West End and
Broadway reaping the benefits
of addictively cheesy trashy and
sentimental television as theatre
goers have been spending plenty of
cash to go and see the final product,

and on getting a taste, are picking

up programmes, subscribing to
newsletters, and creating new social
circles around theatre.This has created
a contagious buzz in the theatre
world from the writers to actors to the
audience members. lt's allthat jazz kind
offeel. In the theatre world at least,
these are oood times.

NoW you may never go back to the
golden age of Broadway musicals like
Oklohoma! and The Sound of Musicand
you ain't never going to film a classic
like (my old time favourite) Grease,
West Side Story, or My Fair Lady

- that one's for you babe - but, as
the recent trend reveals, the
desire for musicals is as
high as ever, and if it ain't
broke don't fix it and
keep on showing the
classics, but similarly,
bring something

new to the table whether itl a film
version of Porgy and Bess or a musical
adaDtation of Termi nator.lhat's the
definition of an era and fucking rights

do we want to be challenged just as
much as we want to be entertained.
with gorgeous choreography and
memorable songs, we can often forget
that musicals are formed around an
actual story, a story that can often
deal with serious and relevant issues,
which are just as controversially and
poetically expressed through music
as they are through words and action.
Take the rccenl Anne Frcnk musical,
which was met with both acclaim
and condemnation. lt continues a
brave tradition for having the balls to
approach the unapproachable and
throughout its history as an art form,
musicals have explored the civil rights
movement, the evil of Nazism, and
even offered ooinions on the Vietnam
War, and even further, although Oliver!
was based on Charles Dickens'O/iver
Iwist, the musical rendering of a story
of poverty and female emancipation
and misogyny is to be applauded.
Even Grease is right on the ball with
social issues like teenage pregnancy,

expectat ions,  bul ly ing and gang cr ime,
all eloquently expressed through
musical  drama. lmpulsive word
association might imply fun when
thinking of musical, but a little time
spent thinking about, you can see how

musicals is that adversity is overcome
in the most magical of ways, that the
triumph of good over evil is realised
by the end of the credits, and that
most of all, essential to its existence
as an entertainment, the audience is

taken through an emotional hurricane
of highs and lows courtesy ofthe
twin power of sound and visuals. In

a time of war for example, that's the
romanticism we so desperately need.

It's enough to keep you alive and
although we're not technically at war,

the new mi l lennium fai led to del iver on
its promise of utopia, and 9/l I changed
everything and little of anything. Click
on a news page online, pick up a tatty
free paper on the train, or watch the
news on TV and it's the same old story
of tragedy. We need to forget, at least
momentarily. Women need to sing, "l

feel pretty, oh, so pretty, I feel prefty

and witty and bright!" Men need to sing
"With a four-speed on the floor, they'll
be waitin'at the door, you know that
ain't no shit, we'll be getting'lotsa tit, in

creased Lightnin."'And kids, well, kids

can sing one ofthose peppy songs with
Zak Efron falsetting "everyone is special
in their own wayi'lt 's all very cheesy,
but hey, why not, cheese is good

sometimes, and we all wouldn't mind

spending some time in Oz.
Pitter and patter, as I sit writing this,

it begins to rain. Soon enough itt thick,
heavy, and from the sky to the earth,
it's veritably filthy as muck. I could
be forlorn but l'm not. Musicals offer
us escapism, and with that thought
l'm done. l'm already whistling,"l'm
singing in the rain.  . . "  and as soon as

a stop typing l'm going to pick up my

umbrella and stick on my trench coat

and then l'm going to go and sPlash
around in a puddle or two with a big fat

Cheshire cat smile. !
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Local Talent
Like the kitsch overblown and frankly ugly'l heart NY't-shirts, I too share a similar but less visibly
expressive love of an equally glorious city, the wonder that is Newcastle

I t's my home, it! where I was born,

I and wherever I end up in life, it' l l
! always be the place to return to for

peace of mind and refuge. Lately it's
been having somewhat of a detonation
of artistic happenings and it's very
much a city on the cusp of creative
activity and the place to gig and
showcase. Now itl not London for sure,
no city in the UK is. The arts scene in
London is gloriously rich, varied, and
always one step ahead of the game

and will always be numero one. Why?
Because like Rome, New York, and Paris,
it's a capital whose birthright implies
superiority. That doesn't mean every
other city is a poor imitation, no sir,
far from it. Whereas London is like the
high school football star with morals,
every other city is like the ?ebel with a
cause'and equally revered. Newcastle is
one of those kids and is very much one
of the epicentres of for independent
music, film, art, and literature. ltt a lot
more fun being an outlaw than it is
the law.

Now let's get to specifics. The music
scene in the north-east is vibrant, a
pulsat ing scene that wi l l  in 10 or 15
years time be looked over with sweet
affection. You've got great venues for
gigs, and like the legendary football
supporters ofthe toon, you've got a
huge genuine audience passionate

about local music. Speaking to a few
of my friends, acquaintances, and
those in the knowhow in the north, I
was hit with a lot of excitable chatter
about the quality on offer. lt's obvious
that there's a whole cluster of talented
bands in the north-east who may well
make it into rock and roll history and
grace the front cover of Rolling Stone,
become gold bars in the showbiz
columns ofThe Sun, and even find
themselves as subjects of essays in
literary publications likeThe London
Review of Books about how their music
transcended the norm of the day, but
for now they're got hours to fill and
ends to meet. Right now they have to
suffer existential despair, but believe
me, there's water in the desert, you just

have to have faith. From the stacks of
names mentioned I was able to catch a
few that kept cropping up.

Hungover Stuntmen are
perhaps the most widely
known local band
outside of Newcastle
following the
success of
their debut
album
Blame the
EBC.There is
something
very pure

about their likeable sound, which is
what Britpop might have sounded like
in the eighties. Managed by Simon
Donald, one ofthe co-founders ofViz,
and with production credits from Andy
Talyor of Duran Duran fame, they've got

the connections and mentorship from
those who matter to start making some
headlines but lfeel it' l l be more about
their  second album than anything
that'll make them stand out.

On the flipside, Detroit Social Club
with their  cr isp name and unassuming
Dersona are touted as one of the next
hip, intriguing, and captivating bands
to be coming out of the north, with
exoected - and sometimes unwelcome
- comparisons to the Arctic Monkeys
and Coldplay. The former can be
expected to become somewhat of a
recurring theme given that their gaffer

is none other than Geoff Banadale,
which is by no means a negative
thing, more a revealing detail of the
investment made by the manager
of one ofthe biggest bands at the
moment into DSC. Their sound kind of
reminds me of an early Kings of Leon,
a kind of bluesy rock and roll that feel
like something from 1 9201 New York
- and I mean 1 920's - oressed into the
sounds of seventies rock and glittered
with contemporary influences. Not
one for picking favourites, l'm saying
nothing about being seen ringside by

the corner of these boys.
l'm press baby, press.

lfthe above are
leading the charge,
then the following are

not far behind
them in the
glorious race to
recognition and
respectability
by the masses.
It's no good
wanting to

remain outside

of widespread popularity as your music
remains isolated and thus in the long
haul of this mysterious thing, forgotten
in the stars. All musicians want the
world to listen up to them, and if not
for money, then for vanity and it's
nothing to be ashamed

Moira Stewart, Lanterns on the Lake,

Dog Years, Jeans goes POPI and Uncle
Monty are all names you should take
note of.Throw in their Baloa, Moleck,
The WeekThat Was, Les Cox (Sportifs),

and Rebecca Jones, and you can be
sure to be in the loop should you ever
find yourself stuck in a lift with Mark
Kermode, who on noticing your accent
begins to interrogate you as to the
musical landscape up north. Stewart,
who describe themselves as sounding
like'erotic mayhem'have had music
featured on Skins and come across as
cute. LOTD, with HazelWilde on vocals,
are a soft-indie-folk-pop whose delicate
harmonious are suited to an art-house
flick. Jeans goes POP! is the sole
enterprise of Paul Jeans, and it's much
about showmanship, eccentricity as
it is about his music. And finally Uncle
Monty, who have just got back from
touring with the Futurheads, are very
much in the same class as the current
troupe of indie bands like The Kooks,
The Fratellis, and Bloc Party circa first LP
A very sharp band, I want to open the
fridge and take a sip of a cold bottle of
Cobra and forget about writing the rest

ofthis piece and pitch my feet up and
let the music breeze over me.

So what happens next?
Well, judging by the select few

who've graced this column, it's all
about enjoying these gifted bands - in
their yet to be corrupted state - across
dinky little spots across the north-east
because they're like oil and diamonds
waiting to be discovered... and when
the time comes we'll have lost them
to wider world for the betterment of

mankind. I
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Now let's get to
soecifics. The music
scene in the north-east
is vibrant, a pulsating
scene that will in
10 or 15 years time
be looked over with
sweet affection.
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Festivals r it 's all mudooo
From Woodstock to Glastonbury, Leeds, Reading,T in the Park, lsle of Wight, is standing in a field the best
way to see live music or is it better in a sweaty club? And should a rapper headline Glastonbury?

It was always going to be hip-hop
and R&B for me as a young lad growing
up in the nineties. ltjustfelt right.The
music of mother India naturally had its
place but I got more out of black music
than I ever did Bhangra or Bollywood
soundtracks. My way of experiencing
music was in the clubs or late nights on
a Friday with Westwood or a Sunday
evening with Trevor Nelson's Rhythm
Ndtion. I was too cool for festivals. lt
was what hippies did. This was the
soundtrack of my early life.

Thus, in the movie version of my
story you'll see a lot of sequences
in moody packed clubs or dimmed
bedrooms, scattered shots of a DJ on
the one's and twol, a solitary lamp
lighting a small desk and the subtle
neon glow of a hi-fi system. Festivals
won't figure much, just a handful of
them at least.

They didn't matter so much then and
they don't now. lt's not that I see myself
above them or lack interest in them
per se for I like open-air gigs as much
as anyone, and as for the camping
aspect of it, the lack of showers, the
lack of sleep, the backache.. . well
bring it on: I love the great outdoors,
the camaraderie, the feeling of being
bne with nature: In fact lwould even
go so far as to call it beautiful. lt's just

that music festivals are so routine these
days, so commercial, so part of the
calendar, that they have no appeal to
me at all. There's no allure.

lf I really want to see a band I admire
- like the Kings of Leon - then l'll try
and get tickets to see them at a venue,
preferably a small intimate one, or if I
want to catch a glimpse of something
a little more leftfield, l'd rather go to a
local gig with a handful of friends, get
drunk and have a memorable night and
wake up whistling a catchy song I had
never heard before.

These sentiments are still the main
rule of law but the recent controversv
over Jay Z headlining at
Glastonbury has done a lot
make me reconsider some
things. lt would have been a
nice way to mark my recent
hip-hop renaissance with
the embracement of a
popular festival but
unfortunately it will
not be.

When Jay Z
was announced
as the headl ine
act, there was
an oulrageous
expression

of dissatisfaction from quite a number
of people. Noel Gallagher for one
responded with typical brutal honesty:
"lf it ain't broke don't fix it. lf you start
to break it then people aren't going
to go. l'm sorry, but Jay-Z? No chance.
Glastonbury has a tradition of guitar
music and even when they throw the
odd curve ball in on a Sunday night
you go'Kylie Minogue?' I don't know
about it l 'm not having hip-hop at
Glastonbury. lt's wrongi'

Now ladmire his brutal  honesty
- there's nothing clandestine in his
language to hide his t rue opinion -  but
bless, it's conceited and misguided. A
quick trip down memory lane reveals
such artists as Orbital, Al Green, The
Prodigy, and a cast ofthousands
that hardly fa l l  under gui tar  music.
The ensuing debate in the press
has highlighted the almost racist
undertones over what music'should
be'on show at Glastonbury and other
mainstream music festivals, and as
interesting a conversation it is, his
remarks have also brought to mind the

presumptuous attitude of some of
people that attend such gigs, as
if their sweaty little wristband
confirms their acceotance into
a small band ofselect people

to have experienced
these festivals. Now

perhaps an annual
gig isn't so'in
your facei but
what does signal
the death of
festivals is the

commercialisation of them and the
kind of people who now attend.

Like with most things these days
there is a product to sell, vending
machines to spit out overpriced junk,

and raconteurs who talk the language
of the pound. Whatever happened
to counterculture as typified by the
original Woodstock Festival of 1 969?
These days you walk on top of a carpet
of detritus the cast-offs of a olastic
lifestyle and you get quick bolts of
meaningless joy absent of the essence
that used to be associated with
festivals.

And to celebrities. some of whom
have a veneer of humility about them
and are as genuinely fond of festivals
as much as any ofthe regulars are
problematic in that they attract a
new kind of disinterested audience of
revellers who armed with their copy
of Heof magazine, rotund shades, and
keys to their air-con beast of a caravan
(or keys to a hotel room down the
road), go pop idol spotting and to
crinkle their skin. Music is merely an
afterthought for these people and the
true principles of why festivals exist are
forgotten.

But good will triumph and so
salvation comes in the form of Brooklyn
born rapper Jay-z. Hip-Hop sure ain't
dead, and as for festivals, well, up to
now they've lacked the life that gives
them the reason to exist. Step up Mr
Carter to spark it back up as the sun
splashes warm orange glow across the
evening sky. He hollers, "Now can I get

an encore, do you want more, so for
one lasttime I need y'all to roar..."and
as he holds his mic out to the crowds.. .

They go crazy. I

I love the great
outdoors, the
camaraderie,
the feelino of beino
bne with naturei..
as for the camping
aspect of it, the lack
of showers, the lack of
sleep, the backache. . .
well bring it onl
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A Ve ry Musical Revol ution
Welcome to digital age, The concept of purchasing music conventionally - i.e. buying a CD at a store - is a
dying tradition, and soon enough it'lljoin vinyl and tape cassettes as a fashionable pastime.

I t was one of those evenings of

I  ohi losophical  musings about l i fe and
I the cosmos that mv mind wandered

to the not so distant future. As l've
been tottering about with the idea that
the world around us is fast becoming
the very image ofthe futuristic vista
envisaged in the twentieth century
by people like futurologists, science
fiction writers, artists, and film directors,
my recent reflections were focused
towards the aesthetics of our homes.
Whatever year it may be in the future I
see the perfect and archetypical study
notorious to great writers: a solid desk,
a beautiful view a comfy sofa, and of
course books and books littered across
the floor, piled on the table, and sitting
on shelves. Timeless. However, along
with that beautiful thought came
another more sobering and bleak
image of people living in plush, funky,
and technological ly laden homes
which is by no means vulgar - absent of
books, films, CDs and records, save for
one or two relics of sentimental value
acting as ornaments. Instead, within
the minimal and characterless space,
lying on a glass coffee table is a small,
beautifully sculpted object the size
and weight of a credit card. Everything
you could possibly conceive of is
compressed, digitised, and filed away
in that object. This is life my friend, this
is the future.

l'm not sure what to think of that. I
for one haven't bought a CD for over
a year now, although I did request a
couple for my birthday. Nowadays I get
my music through downloads as wel l
as friends who pass on duplicates of
their collections on a CD, via the web,
or on a USB stick. And if l 'm the kind of
person who has a fondness for vintage
and sentimentality, what does that tell
you about the mi l l ions who couldn' t
care less?

The growth of
companies trading over
the internet meant that
we didn't have to go

out and shop for music
anymore, but we were
still bound to the laws
of time. ln the best of
circumstances, we could
get the latest CD ahead
of the pack, but it still
meant that it would take
a day or more after we'd
pressed okay to arrive.
Nowadays a click means
immediate delivery, and more
so, it means - at least in theory
- unlimited access to music.

The thing that is significant, is that
th is seemingly l imi t less opportuni ty to
acouire music can be done at no cost at
all to the punter. Music is free and vive
la revolution this is the end of historv.

Now, in the beginning this
concept was seen as a cardinal sin, an
infringement of copyright, "reckless

actions destroying the dreams of
unsigned artists': In more recent times
however, a genuine air of calm has
settled over the industry, and equally,
artists are finding ways of overcoming
the problems supposedly brought
by free music, by becoming, in effect,
record companies, retailers, and PR
men themselves. Newcomers and
media savvy musicians like Lily Allen
and the Artic Monkey's have made it

into the mainstream
through the medium

ofsocial networking
sites like MySpace,
where they have
distributed their
music for free.

Further, more
solidly established
titans like
Radiohead met
the challenges
of existing in
the twenty first
century by not

only embracing
the new age, but

by allowing fans to
download at a price

they were willing to pay
(Radioheadt album In
Rainbows is effectively
available to download
for free online).

Natural ly th is has been an
unexpected and successful challenge
to the monopolistic giants of EMl,
Warner, Universal and Sony. Like
superpowers being helpless in Guenilla
wars, these conglomerates have
grudgingly conceded that the old days
are behind them and they have lost the
'battleiThey readily accept that sales
from music are never going to match
the numbers like they used to, but
they're not that uncomfortable that
you can see them smirking once again.
Do you want to know why it is that
big bosses of the world twinkle their
fingers when times are equally good

and bad? lt's because they got to where

they were through hard work and
simply being the best at what they do.
They adapt, they steal, they learn, and
they evolve. They survive.

The success of iTunes for example
highlights that we are still willing
to pay for music so long as quality

and legitimacy is assured as we
don't want corrupted files the same
way we don't want scratched CDs
- those in charge have been relatively
quick in making money from other
areas like merchandise, ticket sales,
copyright, renting out their products

to other providers like YouTube, and
subscriptions, which not only gets
you the music, but reward customer
loyalty with exclusives, VIP invites, and
goodies.

It appears that from whichever angle
you look at it, everyone is a winner and
music has truly been liberated. But
take it from me, appearances can be
misleading, and the future is unwritten.
I still see space on my shelves. I
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Fifties Throwbacks

o it's 2008 and a new generation
of artists are bringing back a
genre of  music to a new and

Not everyone is as original as Mozart, Einstein or Plato, so reinvention is key to most human beings. This
year it seems we're reinventing the Fifties...

younger audience. Over the past few
years there has been a leisurely and
surreDtitious reinvention - for revival is
a misnomer - of 'fifties'style music.

Leading the charge has been the
omnipotent Amy Winehouse whose
broken record life and supremely
divine LP Back to 8/ack has allowed
other contemporaries stage time that
ordinarily would have passed them by
as they dug their  heels in another gig in
a cold caf6 in a cold corner of England
with only dreams to keep them rocking.
Such lengthy sentences of hardship
br ing to mind the romance of  a bygone
age, where artists used to cut it rough
before becoming someone. In an age
where a click gets you fame, it's nice to
be surprised.

Take Vincent Vincent and the Villains,
Engl ish rock and rol l  boys snapped
up by none other than the giants
of EMl, who've been together since
around 2003. For a long time now
they've been kicking it in the shadows,
both persever ing and maintaining
the integrity of their very existence
by playing the music they love. Back
then no one gave a monkey's
about rock and rol l  and
WATV were merely a
novelty band with
old teddy boys and
dames to play to.
Sure Elvis made a
comeback but Elvis
is Elvis after all.
NowWATV matter
and a wider more
sundry audience
are keeping it on a
loop.They're rather
catchy, interesting
to watch and their
uplifting sound
maKes you want to
rurn up yourJeans
and dance. Music
hasn't made you
want to dance and
have fun like that
in a long t ime.

You could also
thank Duffy for
adding a bi t  of
glamour to the
proceedings with
her c lassic sound
and sty le echoing
a fifties sentiment
in a very pleasing
and effective way.

Although there is a sense of appearing
somewhat stylised in contrast to Amy's
haphazard and entirely non-infl uenced
want for that old school look, Duffy
works it with chic demeanour, and
inadvertently becomes an inspiration
for couture th is summer in Mi lan,  Par is,
New York and London. Clothes aside,
Duffy's merits lie in her paradoxically

soulful voice - a voice that says Deep
South and the late 40s more than

it says Wales in the first decade
of the twenty first century
- that gives her the ability to
i l luminate the beauty and
tragedy of love with the
seeming sincerity of having
experienced it.

Should they be doing i t?
And more importantly,

should we be l is tening to
i t?Wel l ,  i f
you can take
something old
- even if it is an
untouchable
classic -  and
make it into
something
that is fresh,
funky, new,
and relevant
to the t imes
we are l iv ing
in toda, then
do it, mix it up,
be creative.
To any,
pretentrous
know it all
that  has the
kahuna's
to give you

a gr i l l ing,  then take my advice and
promptly respond with a middle finger
and hol ler  that 's rock and rol l .

It's fundamentally a form of flattery
and i t  doesn' t  imply that  music ians
are in a creative stagnation whereby
they lack the capacity to be original
- for there's always going to be
someone thinking outside of the box
and a leader oftheir generation - it's
just  s imply human nature to take
something that one loves and make it
their own. There's nothing lamentable
in that, and in any case everything has
a beginning, a source of  or ig in,  and we
always go back to something that was
gooo.

So why now; why has sound begun
to emerge in the closing years of
the first decade ofa historic era in
history? This niche little market has
been around for a few years now with
groups l ike the Pr isci l las,  The Puppini
Sisters, The Pipettes - what's up with
the'P'vibe? - and the teenage trio Kitty,
Daisy, & Lewis affecting the informed.
l f  you look even ear l ier , .Jamie Cal lum,
the BBC Big Band, and even Robbie
Williams brought the sounds of Sinatra,
Big Band, and Dinah Shore to a new
audience. l f  rock and rol l  emerged in
the post war period after the Second
World War, then perhaps the sudden
boom in rock and roll is in response to
the post 9/1 1 era of murder, politics,

and the suffocating taste offear.
Maybe we just want to have fun again
and maybe a new gang of  music ians,
however socially conscious they may
be, feel the same too. So turn up them
jeans, slap on that red, and grease up
your bouffant, and... Let's all do the
jitterbug. I
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social ly conscious they
may be, feel the same
too. So turn up them
jeans, slap on that red,
and grease up your
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Cool

Award ceremonies aren't usually the big deal that they are made out to be, but this years Brit awards highlighted exactly
why us Brits are leadng the way when it comes to producing the very best in pop music. . .

spawning monsters of contrived and
uninteresting performers from ?eal-lifei
Anybody could be a star and you the
viewer could watch, share, and be part

of this journey from its very conception.
That somehow took away the

mystery, the untouchability of your
idol. In an instant we knew everything
about the talent before they made their
break so that when they finally got
their expected number one hit, there
was a certain anticlimax. We already
know everything there is to know, and
in an age of terminal attention-deficit,
we moved onto the next season of
wannabes in an instant click.

Howevet with tastes becoming more
eclectic and personalised through
the liberalisation of how we access
music coupled with the homogenous
era of Simon Cowell and co. seeing
sluggish signs of decline - although I
must be cautious
in saying that
for anything
can nappen
in music
- British
pop is back
and packing
pretty heavy
puncnes.

It seems appropriate to head straight
for the best British single at this year's

Brits to provide the obligatory evidence
of the renaissance of pop music as
every track that dons that golden list
- bar James Blunt's rather flat 1973 - is
a fitting anthem for melodic, catchy,
and archetypical pop tunes, from
Take That's sophisticated Shme, Leona
Lewls! achingly beautiful Bleeding
Love, Mika's camp masterpiece Grdce
Kelly, and Mark Ronsont smooth (feat.

Winehouse) reinterpretation of Valerle
to name but a few. The latter got my
vote, but more appropriately,Take
That's monumental homecoming
deserved to be celebrated with the best
single. Even former Sugababe Mutya
Buena's Real Girlis a sweet infection of
delightful pop.

A mere glimpse of the best British
male solo artists sees newcomers
Newton Faulkner and Jamie T, as well
as Richard HEwley, men who are hardly
conventionally handsome chaps, being
recognised for producing genuinely
touching music, is a real sign of

/,.ffi
banging out instantly likeable

. and lingering hit after hit after hit.
For so long now, American pop
music has rightly dominated the
British charts, and their presence,

still dense and ubiquitous, is finally
beirig challenged by home grown

talent with legitimacy, although,
that said, we are cheating a little
bit with seeino New Yorker Mark

Ronson as a Brit, but hey, roots are
imoortant too.
Women represented too this year

with Leona Lewis the onlytommercial'
artist among Bat For Lashes, KTTunstall,
PJ Harvery, and Kate Nash. Innovation
and non-conformity are words that
instantly'pop' to mind when hearing
the list for best British female artists,
and Lily Allen and Amy Winehouse
have some serious comDetition in 2008
as leading ladies of British music.

Best group, in my mind, belonged

This year's awards
weren't just about the
winners and losers,
as after all, it's almost
oiven that those more
on the periphery of the
commercial sound will
lose out in terms of
g0ngs.

to Arctic Monkeys, whose follow up
album not only bolstered their rock
and roll purveyor status, but sent firing
shots to pretenders that this is the kind
of quality that should be achieved to
occupy similar territory. This challenge
has been met by the left-sided
Klaxons with the easily deserved Best
Breakthrough Act. Original in looks,
electric in symphony, Klaxons freshness
to the music scene and the surprise
accessibility into the commercial scene
is refreshing and positive.

This year's awards weren't just about
the winners and losers, as after all, it 's
almost given that those more on the
periphery of the commercial sound
will lose out in terms of gongs. Forget
about that and cast your attention
to more pressing matters: it's about
noticing that this is a period of British
pop music at its finest. From the
unexpected but eminent return ofTake
That to trashy pop TVt salvation in
Girls Aloud who are as much purveyor

of neo-British pop as they are it's
protagonists, to the quirky, identifiable,
and socially relevant Kate Nash, there
is nothing but choice in a bountiful
and excellent market. Good thing that
this age is digi ta l . . .  we can download
them al l .  I
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wards ceremonies, at least in the
music and film industry, exist
not to critically laud genuine

innovative shine like a star talent of
the preceding year, but quite simply to
al low al l  those involved in the business
- the runners, the pr gurus, the
hangers-on, and the artists themselves

- to all come together under one roof
of the most finest venue, dolled up
in Westwood, Versace, Raf Simons,
Burberry, bling-bling and all the rest,
look cool or act the fool, and oJ course,
drink champagne and expensive booze
'til breakfast and beyond. lt's a social,
a party, an excuse to be wined and
dined, where egos are flattered by
solipsistic duplicitous players, and it is
most definitely not a legitimate event
of cultural importance, a barometer of
music that matters, an occasion where
justice triumphs. lt s just life kid.

Only not. The shortlist for this year's
Brit Awards challenges convention
and moreover, cements with credible
authority the return of British pop as
a once again heavyweight genre on
top of its game after a few years spent
in the wilderness courtesy of both the
rock and indie scene's resurgence and
dominance. Part ofthe kudos must
go to the most successful years of
reality television pumping out visibly
manufactured popstars, an offshoot
ofthe industry that threw pop a
lifeline by keeping it in the popular
consciousness desoite it's sideline.
Howevet it did much to damage it
further too. Half a decade or so of what
seems like a lifetime of reality TV almost
destroyed the spirit of celebrity by
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